Abstract We investigate the resonance varieties attached to a commutative differential graded algebra and to a representation of a Lie algebra, with emphasis on how these varieties behave under finite products and coproducts.
Introduction
Resonance varieties emerged as a distinctive object of study in the late 1990s, from the theory of hyperplane arrangements. Their usefulness became apparent in the past decade, when a slew of applications in geometry, topology, group theory, and combinatorics appeared.
The idea consists of turning the cohomology ring of a space X into a family of cochain complexes, parametrized by the first cohomology group H 1 pX, Cq, and extracting certain varieties R i m pX, Cq from these data, as the loci where the cohomology of those cochain complexes jumps. Part of the importance of these resonance varieties is their close connection with a different kind of jumping loci: the characteristic varieties of X, which record the jumps in homology with coefficients in rank 1 local systems.
In recent years, various generalizations of these notions have been introduced in the literature, for instance in [3, 2, 7, 5] . The basic idea now is to replace the cohomology ring of a space by an algebraic analogue, to wit, a commutative, differential graded algebra pA, dq, and to replace the coefficient group C by a finite-dimensional vector space V , endowed with a representation θ: g Ñ glpV q, for some finite-dimensional Lie algebra g. In this setting, the parameter space for the higher-rank resonance varieties, R i m pA, θq, is no longer H 1 pAq, but rather, the space of flat, g-valued connections on A, which, according to the results of Goldman and Millson from [4] , is the natural replacement for the variety of rank 1 local systems on X.
In a previous paper, [6, §13] , we established some basic product and coproduct formulas for the classical resonance varieties. In this note, we extend those results to the non-abelian case, using some of the machinery developed in [5] . In Theorem 1, we give a general upper bound on the varieties R i 1 pA bĀ, θq in terms of the resonance varieties of the factors and the space of g-flat connections on the tensor product of the two cdga's. In Theorem 2, we improve this bound to an equality of a similar flavor, in the case when the respective cdga's have zero differentials, and g is either sl 2 or sol 2 . Finally, in Corollary 5 and Theorem 3 we give precise formulas for the varieties R i 1 pA _Ā, θq associated to the wedge sum of two cdga's.
Flat connections and holonomy Lie algebras
We start by introducing some basic notions (cdga's, flat connections, holonomy Lie algebras), following in rough outline the exposition from [5] .
Differential graded algebras and Lie algebras
Let A " pA . , dq be a commutative, differential graded algebra (cdga) over the field of complex numbers, that is, a positively-graded C-vector space A " À iě0 A i , endowed with a graded-commutative multiplication map¨:
i ad b, for every a P A i and b P A j . We will assume throughout that A is connected, i.e., A 0 " C, and of finite q-type, for some q ě 1, i.e., A i is finite-dimensional, for all i ď q. Let Z i pAq " kerpd:
Now let g be a Lie algebra over C. On the vector space A b g, we may define a bracket by ra b x, b b ys " ab b rx, ys and a differential given by Bpa b xq " da b x, for a, b P A and x, y P g. This construction produces a differential graded Lie algebra (dgla), A b g " pA . b g, Bq. It is readily verified that the assignment pA, gq A b g is functorial in both arguments.
Flat, g-valued connections
Definition 1. An element ω P A 1 b g is called an infinitesimal, g-valued flat connection on pA, dq if ω satisfies the Maurer-Cartan equation, Bω`rω, ωs{2 " 0.
We will denote by F pA, gq the subset of A 1 b g consisting of all flat connections. A typical element in A 1 b g is of the form ω " ř j η j b x j , with η j P A 1 and x j P g; the flatness condition amounts to
In the rank one case, i.e., the case when g " C, the space F pA, Cq may be identified with the vector space
The essentially rank one part of the set of flat g-connections on A is the image of this map:
Holonomy Lie algebra
An alternate view of the parameter space of flat connections is as follows. Let A i " HompA i , Cq be the dual vector space. Let ∇: A 2 Ñ A 1^A1 be the dual to the multiplication map A 1^A1 Ñ A 2 , and let
Definition 2 ([5]
). The holonomy Lie algebra of a cdga A " pA . , dq is the quotient of the free Lie algebra on the C-vector space A 1 by the ideal generated by the image of B A " d 1`∇ :
Remark 1. In the case when d " 0, the above definition coincides with the classical holonomy Lie algebra hpAq " LiepA 1 q{pimp∇qq of K.T. Chen [1] . In this situation, hpAq inherits a natural grading from the free Lie algebra, compatible with the Lie bracket. Consequently, hpAq is a finitely-presented, graded Lie algebra, with generators in degree 1 and relations in degree 2.
In general, though, the ideal generated by impB A q is not homogeneous, and the Lie algebra hpAq is not graded. Here is a concrete example, extracted from [5] . Example 1. Let A be the exterior algebra on generators x, y in degree 1, endowed with the differential given by dx " 0 and dy " y^x, and let sol 2 be the Borel subalgebra of sl 2 . Then hpAq -sol 2 , as (ungraded) Lie algebras.
The next lemma (see [5, §4] for details) identifies the set of flat, g-valued connections on a cdga pA, dq with the set of Lie algebra morphisms from the holonomy Lie algebra of pA, dq to g. 
Resonance varieties
In this section, we recall the definition of the Aomoto complexes associated to a cdga pA, dq and a representation of a Lie algebra g, as well as the resonance varieties associated to these data, following the approach from [3, 2, 5].
Twisted differentials
Let θ: g Ñ glpV q be a representation of our Lie algebra g in a finitedimensional, non-zero C-vector space V . For each flat connection ω P F pA, gq, we make A b V into a cochain complex,
using as differential the covariant derivative
where ad ω is defined via the Lie semi-direct product V¸θ g. The flatness condition insures that d
for all α P A and v P V . It is readily seen that the multiplication map
defines the structure of a differential A . -module on the Aomoto complex pA . b V, d ω q. In particular, the graded vector space H . pA b V, d ω q is, in fact, a graded module over the ring H . pAq.
Resonance varieties of a cdga
Associated to the above data are the resonance varieties
If g is finite-dimensional, the sets R i m pA, θq are Zariski closed subsets of F pA, gq, for all i ď q and m ě 0. In the case when g " C and θ " id C , we will simply write R i m pAq for these varieties, viewed as algebraic subsets of H 1 pAq. Clearly,
When d " 0, the varieties R i m pAq are homogeneous subsets of A 1 . This happens in the classical case, when X is a path-connected space, and A " H . pX, Cq is its cohomology algebra, endowed with the zero differential.
In general, though, the resonance varieties of a cdga are not homogeneous sets, even in the rank 1 case.
Example 2. Let pA, dq be the cdga from Example 1. Then 
Resonance varieties of a Lie algebra
Let h be a finitely generated Lie algebra, and let θ: g Ñ glpV q be a representation of another Lie algebra. Associated to these data are the resonance varieties
where V θ˝ϕ denotes the C-vector space V , viewed as a module over the enveloping algebra U phq via the representation θ˝ϕ: h Ñ glpV q. Now suppose g is finite-dimensional. Then the resonance varieties R 
Products
In this section, we study the way the various constructions outlined so far behave under (finite) product operations.
Holonomy Lie algebra and products
Let pA, dq and pĀ,dq be two cdga's. The tensor product of these two C-vector spaces, A bĀ, is again a cdga, with grading pA bĀ" À i`j"q A i bĀ j , multiplication pa bāq¨pb bbq " p´1q |ā||b| pab bābq, and differential D given on homogeneous elements by Dpa bāq " da bā`p´1q |a| a bdā. The definition is motivated by the cartesian product of spaces, in which case the Künneth formula gives an isomorphism
In [3, §9], we gave a product formula for holonomy Lie algebras in the 1-formal case. We now extend this formula to cdga's with non-zero differential. Proposition 1. Let A andĀ be two connected cdga's. Then the Lie algebra hpA bĀq is generated by A 1 'Ā 1 , subject to the relations B A pA 2 q " 0, BĀpĀ 2 q " 0, and rA 1 ,Ā 1 s " 0. 
Flat connections and products
Proposition 1 also yields a formula for the representation variety of a tensor product of cdga's.
Corollary 2. For any Lie algebra g,
Hom Lie phpA bĀq, gq " tpϕ,φq P Hom Lie phpAq, gqĤ om Lie phpĀq, gq | rϕpxq,φpxqs " 0, @px,xq P A 1 'Ā 1 u.
Furthermore, if g is abelian, then
Hom Lie phpA bĀq, gq " Hom Lie phpAq, gqˆHom Lie phpĀq, gq.
For the simple Lie algebra sl 2 and its Borel subalgebra sol 2 , the above corollary can be made more explicit. Proof. The inclusion Ě is clear. To prove the reverse inclusion, fix bases tx 1 , . . . , x n u and tx 1 , . . . ,x m u for A 1 andĀ 1 . Let ϕ: hpA bĀq Ñ g be a morphism of Lie algebras, and suppose there are indices i and j such that ϕpx i q ‰ 0 and ϕpx j q ‰ 0. We need to prove that the family tϕpx 1 q, . . ., ϕpx n q, ϕpx 1 q, . . . , ϕpx m qu has rank 1. We know from Corollary 2 that rϕpx k q, ϕpx l qs " 0, for all k P rns and l P rms. Now note that, for any 0 ‰ g, h P g, the following holds: rg, hs " 0 if and only if g " λh, for some λ P Cˆ. The desired conclusion is now immediate.
Resonance and products
We now turn to the jump loci of a tensor product of cdga's. We start with a general upper bound for the depth 1 resonance varieties. Proof. By Lemma 1 and Corollary 2, every element Ω P F pA bĀ, gq can be written as Ω " ω`ω, for some ω P F pA, gq andω P F pĀ, gq. Setting up a first-quadrant double complex with E i,j 0
, and vertical differential dω:
, we obtain spectral sequences starting at
respectively, and converging to
In view of definition (9), this completes the proof.
In general, the inclusion from Theorem 1 is strict. We illustrate this phenomenon with a simple example. 
Product formulas for resonance
Under certain additional hypotheses, the upper bound from Theorem 1 may be improved to an equality. First, as shown in [6, Proposition 13.1], such an equality holds in the formal, rank 1 case.
Proposition 2 ([6]). Assume both
Using this result, we now show that an analogous resonance formula holds for the non-abelian Lie algebras sl 2 and sol 2 . Theorem 2. Assume both A andĀ have zero differential, and g " sl 2 or sol 2 . Then, for any representation θ: g Ñ glpV q,
Proof. Proof of inclusion Ď. Let Ω P R q 1 pA bĀ, θq. In view of Lemma 2 and Corollary 3, there are two cases to consider: either Ω " ω P F pA, gq (the case Ω "ω P F pĀ, gq being similar), or Ω " pη`ηq b g.
In the first case,
pĀ, θq, as asserted; see (10).
In the second case, suppose Ω P R q 1 pA bĀ, θq. There exist then indices i and j with i`j " q such that A i andĀ j are non-zero. If det θpgq " 0, then we must have η b g P R i 1 pA, θq andη b g P R j 1 pĀ, θq, and so we are done. Otherwise, Proposition 2 implies that η`η P
1 pĀ, θq, for some i and j with i`j " q. This completes the first half of the proof.
Proof of inclusion Ě. Again, we have to analyze the two cases from Corollary 3. When Ω " ω`0 with ω P F pA, gq, we know that ω P R i 1 pA, θq andĀ j ‰ 0, for some i and j with i`j " q. As before, we infer that
Finally, assume that Ω " pη`ηq b g, where η b g P R i 1 pA, θq andη b g P R j 1 pĀ, θq, for some i and j with i`j " q. When detpθpgqq ‰ 0, we deduce that η P R i 1 pAq andη P R j 1 pĀq, hence η`η P R q 1 pA bĀq, by Proposition 2. Consequently, Ω P R q 1 pA bĀ, θq, as asserted. If detpθpgqq " 0, the fact that A i andĀ j are both non-zero forces pA bĀ‰ 0. Hence, once again, Ω P R q 1 pA bĀ, θq, and we are done.
Coproducts
In this final section, we study the way our various constructions behave under (finite) coproducts.
Holonomy Lie algebras and coproducts
Let A " pA . , dq andĀ " pĀ . ,dq be two connected cdga's. Their wedge sum, A _Ā, is a new connected cdga, whose underlying graded vector space in positive degrees is A`'Ā`, with multiplication pa,āq¨pb,bq " pab,ābq, and
The definition is motivated by the wedge operation on pointed spaces, in which case we have a well-known isomorphism pH . pX _ Xq, D " 0q -pH . pXq, d " 0q _ pH . pXq, d " 0q. (16) We now extend the coproduct formula for 1-formal spaces from [3, §9] , as follows.
Proposition 3. The holonomy Lie algebra hpA_Āq is generated by A 1 'Ā 1 , with relations B A pA 2 q " 0 and BĀpĀ 2 q " 0.
Proof. By construction, pA _Āq
Moreover, the multiplication map on A _Ā restricts to the multiplication maps on A 1^A1 andĀ 1^Ā1 , respectively, and is zero when restricted to A 1 bĀ 1 . The conclusion follows at once.
Corollary 4.
The holonomy Lie algebra of a wedge sum of cdga's is isomorphic to the (categorical) coproduct of the respective holonomy Lie algebras, hpA _Āq -hpAq ž hpĀq.
Resonance and coproducts
As shown in [6, Proposition 13.3], the classical resonance varieties behave nicely with respect to wedges of spaces. Let us recall this result, in a form adapted to our purposes.
Proposition 4 ([6]
). Assume both A andĀ have zero differential. Then, for all i ą 1,
If, moreover, b 1 pAq ą 0 and b 1 pĀq ą 0, then
Our goal for the rest of this section will be to extend the above proposition to the non-abelian setting, for cdga's with non-zero differential. To that end, let g be a Lie algebra, and let
. Ω is a flat connection if and only if both ω andω are flat.
Proof. By definition of multiplication in A _Ā, we have that a¨ā " 0 for every a P A`andā PĀ`. Hence, rω,ωs " 0, and the conclusion follows. Now let θ: g Ñ glpV q be a representation. Given an element ω P F pA, gq, we write
Proof. Both claims follow from (7) and the construction of A_Ā, by straightforward direct computation. 
A coproduct formula for degree 1 resonance
To conclude, we compute the degree 1 resonance variety of a wedge sum, R Proof. Start by noting that V ' V " imp∆q ' pVˆ0q. A standard linear algebra argument, then, finishes the proof. Proof. Set r " dim V . Using our hypothesis, we may assume that b 1 pAq ą 1 and b 1 pĀq ě 1. Supposing H 1 Ω " 0 for some Ω " ω`ω P F pA _Ā, gq, we derive a contradiction, as follows.
Lemma 6 implies that Z 
